<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<ODM xmlns="http://www.cdisc.org/ns/odm/v1.3"
 xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
 xmlns:redcap="http://projectredcap.org"
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cdisc.org/ns/odm/v1.3 schema/odm/ODM1-3-1.xsd" ODMVersion="1.3.1" FileOID="000-00-0000" FileType="Snapshot"
 Description="CAPI-TTO" AsOfDateTime="2016-07-07T20:01:24"
 CreationDateTime="2016-07-07T20:01:24" SourceSystem="REDCap"
 SourceSystemVersion="6.12.0">
 <Study OID="Project.CAPITTO">
  <GlobalVariables>
   <StudyName>CAPI-TTO</StudyName>
   <StudyDescription>This file contains the metadata, events, and data for REDCap project "CAPI-TTO".</StudyDescription>
   <ProtocolName>CAPI-TTO</ProtocolName>
   <redcap:RecordAutonumberingEnabled>1</redcap:RecordAutonumberingEnabled>
   <redcap:CustomRecordLabel></redcap:CustomRecordLabel>
   <redcap:SecondaryUniqueField></redcap:SecondaryUniqueField>
   <redcap:SchedulingEnabled>0</redcap:SchedulingEnabled>
   <redcap:Purpose>2</redcap:Purpose>
   <redcap:PurposeOther>1</redcap:PurposeOther>
   <redcap:ProjectNotes></redcap:ProjectNotes>
  </GlobalVariables>
  <MetaDataVersion OID="Metadata.CAPITTO_2016-07-07_2001" Name="CAPI-TTO"
   redcap:RecordIdField="record_id">
   <FormDef OID="Form.preliminaryinformation" Name="PreliminaryInformation" Repeating="No"
    redcap:FormName="preliminaryinformation">
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="preliminaryinformation.record_id" Mandatory="No"/>
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="preliminaryinformation.health_state" Mandatory="No"/>
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="preliminaryinformation.preliminaryinformation_complete" Mandatory="No"/>
   </FormDef>
   <FormDef OID="Form.part1" Name="Part1" Repeating="No"
    redcap:FormName="part1">
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part1.no" Mandatory="No"/>
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part1.instruction" Mandatory="No"/>
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part1.part1_complete" Mandatory="No"/>
   </FormDef>
   <FormDef OID="Form.part2" Name="Part2" Repeating="No"
    redcap:FormName="part2">
    <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part2.no2" Mandatory="No"/>
   </FormDef>
  </MetaDataVersion>
 </Study>
</ODM>
<ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part2.instruction_v2" Mandatory="No"/>
<ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part2.part2_complete" Mandatory="No"/>
</FormDef>

<FormDef OID="Form.part3" Name="Part3" Repeating="No" redcap:FormName="part3">
 <ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part3.no3" Mandatory="No"/>
<ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part3.instruction_v3" Mandatory="No"/>
<ItemGroupRef ItemGroupOID="part3.part3_complete" Mandatory="No"/>
</FormDef>

<ItemGroupDef OID="preliminaryinformation.record_id" Name="PreliminaryInformation" Repeating="No">
 <ItemRef ItemOID="record_id" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="record_id"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="id" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="id"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="email" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="email"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="gender" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="gender"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="age" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="age"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="education" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="education"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="income" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="income"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="someone_with_ad" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="someone_with_ad"/>
</ItemGroupDef>

<ItemGroupDef OID="preliminaryinformation.health_state" Name=" " Repeating="No">
 <ItemRef ItemOID="health_state" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="health_state"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="mobility" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="mobility"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="selfcare" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="selfcare"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="usual_activities" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="usual_activities"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="pain" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="pain"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="anxiety" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="anxiety"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="mod6" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="mod6"/>
 <ItemRef ItemOID="progress1_4" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress1_4"/>
</ItemGroupDef>
<ItemGroupDef
OID="preliminaryinformation.preliminaryinformation_complete"
Name="Form Status" Repeating="No">
  <ItemRef ItemOID="preliminaryinformation_complete"
Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="preliminaryinformation_complete"/>
</ItemGroupDef>

<ItemGroupDef OID="part1.no" Name="Part1" Repeating="No">
  <ItemRef ItemOID="no" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="no"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary"/>
</ItemGroupDef>

<ItemGroupDef OID="part1.instruction" Name="" Repeating="No">
  <ItemRef ItemOID="instruction" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="instruction"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary1" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary1"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a1" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a1"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b1" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b1"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q1" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q1"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="error" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="error"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary2"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a2"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b2"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q2"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary3" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary3"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a3"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b3"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q3"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary4" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary4"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a4" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a4"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b4" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b4"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q4" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q4"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary5" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary5"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a5" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a5"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b5" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b5"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q5" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q5"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary62_4dc" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary62_4dc"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a6" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a6"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b6" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b6"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q6" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q6"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="summary6" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary6"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="a7" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a7"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="b7" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b7"/>
  <ItemRef ItemOID="q7" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q7"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a15" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a15"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b15" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b15"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q15" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q15"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary16" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary16"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a16" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a16"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b16" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b16"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q16" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q16"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary17" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary17"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a17" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a17"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b17" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b17"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q17" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q17"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary18" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary18"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a18" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a18"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b18" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b18"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q18" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q18"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary19" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary19"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a19" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a19"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b19" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b19"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q19" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q19"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary20" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary20"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a20" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a20"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b20" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b20"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q20" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q20"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary21" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary21"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a21" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a21"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b21" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b21"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q34" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q34"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary35" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary35"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a35" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a35"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b35" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b35"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q35" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q35"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary36" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary36"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a36" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a36"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b36" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b36"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q36" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q36"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary37" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary37"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a37" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a37"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b37" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b37"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q37" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q37"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary38" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary38"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a38" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a38"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b38" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b38"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q38" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q38"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary39" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary39"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a39" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a39"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b39" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b39"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q39" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q39"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary40" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary40"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a40" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a40"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b40" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b40"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q40" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q40"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary41" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary41"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a7_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a7_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b7_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b7_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q7_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q7_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary8_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary8_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a8_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a8_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b8_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b8_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q8_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q8_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary9_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary9_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a9_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a9_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b9_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b9_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q9_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q9_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary10_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary10_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a10_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a10_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b10_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b10_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q10_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q10_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary11_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary11_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a11_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a11_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b11_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b11_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q11_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q11_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary12_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary12_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a12_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a12_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b12_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b12_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q12_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q12_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary13_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary13_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a13_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a13_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b13_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b13_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q13_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q13_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary14_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary14_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a14_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="a14_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b14_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="b14_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q14_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q14_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary15_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary15_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a15_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="a15_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b15_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="b15_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q15_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q15_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary16_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary16_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a16_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="a16_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b16_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="b16_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q16_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q16_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary17_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary17_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a17_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="a17_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b17_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="b17_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q17_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q17_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary18_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary18_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a18_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="a18_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b18_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="b18_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q18_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q18_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary19_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary19_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a19_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="a19_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b19_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="b19_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q19_v2" Mandatory="Yes"
redcap:Variable="q19_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary20_v2" Mandatory="No"
redcap:Variable="summary20_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q26_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q26_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="summary27_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary27_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a27_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a27_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="b27_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b27_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q27_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q27_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary28_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary28_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a28_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a28_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="b28_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b28_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q28_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q28_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary29_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary29_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a29_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a29_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="b29_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b29_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q29_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q29_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary30_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary30_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a30_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a30_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="b30_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b30_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q30_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q30_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="summary31_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary31_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a31_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a31_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="b31_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b31_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q31_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q31_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="summary32_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary32_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a32_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a32_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="b32_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b32_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q32_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q32_v2"/>
(ItemRef ItemOID="summary33_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary33_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q39_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q39_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary40_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary40_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a40_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a40_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b40_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b40_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q40_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q40_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary41_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary41_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a41_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a41_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b41_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b41_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q41_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q41_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary42_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary42_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a42_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a42_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b42_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b42_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q42_v2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q42_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary42_v22" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary42_v22"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="mobility_moderate" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="mobility_moderate"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="selfcare_moderate" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="selfcare_moderate"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="usual_activities_moderate" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="usual_activities_moderate"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="pain_moderate" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="pain_moderate"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="anxiety_moderate" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="anxiety_moderate"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="progress2_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress2_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="progress22_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress22_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="progress222_v2" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress222_v2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="difficulty2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="difficulty2"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="comment2" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="comment2"/>
</ItemGroupDef>
<ItemGroupDef OID="part2.part2_complete" Name="Form Status" Repeating="No">
<ItemRef ItemOID="q31_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q31_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary32_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary32_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a32_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a32_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b32_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b32_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q32_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q32_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary33_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary33_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a33_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a33_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b33_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b33_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q33_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q33_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary34_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary34_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a34_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a34_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b34_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b34_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q34_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q34_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary35_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary35_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a35_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a35_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b35_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b35_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q35_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q35_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary36_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary36_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a36_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a36_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b36_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b36_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q36_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q36_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary37_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary37_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a37_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a37_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b37_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b37_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q37_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q37_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary38_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary38_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a38_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a38_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b38_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b38_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q38_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q38_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary39_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary39_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a39_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a39_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b39_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b39_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q39_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q39_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary40_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary40_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a40_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a40_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b40_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b40_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q40_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q40_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary41_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary41_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a41_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a41_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b41_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b41_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q41_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q41_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary42_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary42_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="a42_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="a42_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="b42_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="b42_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="q42_v3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="q42_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="summary42_v32" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="summary42_v32"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="mobility_severe" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="mobility_severe"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="selfcare_severe" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="selfcare_severe"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="usual_activities_severe" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="usual_activities_severe"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="pain_severe" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="pain_severe"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="anxiety_severe" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="anxiety_severe"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="progress2_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress2_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="progress22_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress22_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="progress222_v3" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="progress222_v3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="difficulty3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="difficulty3"/>
<ItemRef ItemOID="comment3" Mandatory="Yes" redcap:Variable="comment3"/>
</ItemGroupDef>
<ItemGroupDef OID="part3.part3_complete" Name="Form Status" Repeating="No">
<ItemRef ItemOID="part3_complete" Mandatory="No" redcap:Variable="part3_complete"/>
</ItemGroupDef>
<ItemDef OID="record_id" Name="record_id" DataType="text" Length="999" redcap:Variable="record_id" redcap:FieldType="text">
  <Question><TranslatedText>Record ID</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">Please enter the participant identification number</span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
</ItemDef>
<ItemDef OID="id" Name="id" DataType="text" Length="999" redcap:Variable="id" redcap:FieldType="text" redcap:RequiredField="y">
  <Question><TranslatedText>Please enter the participant identification number</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">Please enter your email address</span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
</ItemDef>
<ItemDef OID="email" Name="email" DataType="text" Length="999" redcap:Variable="email" redcap:FieldType="text" redcap:TextValidationType="email" redcap:RequiredField="y">
  <Question><TranslatedText>Please enter your email address</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">What is your gender?</span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
  <CodeListRef CodeListOID="gender.choices"/>
</ItemDef>
<ItemDef OID="age" Name="age" DataType="integer" Length="999" redcap:Variable="age" redcap:FieldType="text" redcap:TextValidationType="int" redcap:RequiredField="y">
  <Question><TranslatedText>What is your age?</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">What is your age?</span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
</ItemDef>
What is your age?

What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

What is your current annual household income from all sources, before taxes?

Do you know anyone who has been diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease? This can include a family member, relative, close friend, acquaintance, co-worker, etc. If you knew someone with Alzheimer's disease, but they are now deceased, then you may respond 'yes' to this question.

Please think about your own health today. Specifically, think about how you are walking, how you washed or dressed yourself this morning, how you have been doing normal activities such as working or studying, whether you are affected by pain or discomfort, and whether you are anxious or depressed. Now, please answer the questions below about your own health today.
Please think about your own health today. Specifically, think about how you are walking, how you washed or dressed yourself this morning, how you have been doing normal activities such as working or studying, whether you are affected by pain or discomfort, and whether you are anxious or depressed. Now, please answer the questions below about your own health today.

**MOBILITY**
Please choose the best option which describes how you are walking today:

**SELF CARE**
Please choose the best option which describes how you washed or dressed yourself this morning:

**USUAL ACTIVITIES** (e.g. work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)
Please choose the best option which describes how you have been doing usual activities such as working or studying today:
Please choose the best option which describes how you have been doing usual activities such as working or studying today:

Please choose the best option which describes your level of pain or discomfort today:

Please read the following options and choose the one that best describes your level of anxiety or depression today:

You have successfully finished 25% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.
You have successfully finished 25% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.

Alzheimer's disease - Description 

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
On the following pages, you will be asked to answer several questions. Please answer these questions as if you have Alzheimer’s disease according to the summary you just read. The summary will be available on top of each set of questions. Please click Next Page below to go to the questions.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description #[no]

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer's disease - Description

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, and then live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes. 
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If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post...
notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although
probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.
3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult
to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth,
but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post
notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off
the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be
able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although
probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a
social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the
conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect
health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary
for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Now consider two possible lives...
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no]s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a
social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.
2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult
to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have
difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your
thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth,
but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post
notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off
the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be
able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although
probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a
social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the
conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect
health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary
for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect
health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary
for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
If you have Alzheimer&#039;s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as how to order in restaurants might become difficult
to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth,
but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your
favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Q:

1) What is the cause of death in Life A?

A:

Death from natural causes.

B:

Death from Alzheimer's disease.

C:

Death from a disease not specified in the summary.

D:

Death from heart disease.

E:

Death from a disease not specified in the summary.

2) What is the duration of Life A?

A:

13.5 years.

B:

10 years.

C:

23.5 years.

D:

20 years.

E:

30 years.

3) What is the duration of Life B?

A:

10 years.

B:

20 years.

C:

30 years.

D:

40 years.

E:

50 years.

4) Is Alzheimer's disease a preventable disease?

A:

Yes, Alzheimer's disease can be prevented by maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

B:

No, it is a disease that cannot be prevented.

C:

Yes, it can be prevented with early diagnosis and treatment.

D:

No, it is not preventable.

E:

Yes, it can be prevented with genetic counseling.

5) How does Alzheimer's disease affect a person's ability to concentrate?

A:

Concentration improves.

B:

Concentration decreases.

C:

Concentration increases.

D:

Concentration remains the same.

E:

Concentration is not affected.

6) What activities might be difficult for a person with Alzheimer's disease?

A:

Shoe tying.

B:

Brushing teeth.

C:

Lifting utensils.

D:

Cutting food.

E:

None of the above.

7) What is the disease that causes memory loss?

A:

Alzheimer's disease.

B:

Parkinson's disease.

C:

Multiple sclerosis.

D:

Rheumatoid arthritis.

E:

None of the above.

8) What is the disease that causes memory loss?

A:

Alzheimer's disease.

B:

Parkinson's disease.

C:

Multiple sclerosis.

D:

Rheumatoid arthritis.

E:

None of the above.

9) What is the disease that causes memory loss?

A:

Alzheimer's disease.

B:

Parkinson's disease.

C:

Multiple sclerosis.

D:

Rheumatoid arthritis.

E:

None of the above.

10) What is the disease that causes memory loss?

A:

Alzheimer's disease.

B:

Parkinson's disease.

C:

Multiple sclerosis.

D:

Rheumatoid arthritis.

E:

None of the above.

11) What is the disease that causes memory loss?

A:

Alzheimer's disease.

B:

Parkinson's disease.

C:

Multiple sclerosis.

D:

Rheumatoid arthritis.

E:

None of the above.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In
Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post
notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although
probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations.
decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations such as the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no]

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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TKbHqG06OnVAcce0oDefeSei1EDaurAm8MHHGwNgvX9ou01/a/kdIIRRwWx/A/GBKc/7A
ATIPMVhR10eOqJMyvyuZMBXjXJqmqqxLRX0/wfSrJZKkpqingDgQxppj1XqddEw6V2ZV4
WXIcsgu+m63a5VDbhXVs7QDv12sVHbH2/5r6kGbU+n0v+m16FxyHoqZara2Lc
AcwK8NoxpuHb35tFqko/0ree/A1JL+6-GE/AGACZC514EqUDwG65E5HIMGHcCmwnquA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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no]

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description #[no]

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description #[no]
6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post
notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although
probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You might no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficult following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.
2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.
3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer&039;s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult...
to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease... 

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.
3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could need to make the shower and brushing activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another? Please select the correct answer.

Available options for Life A and Life B: A,B,A+B.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a
social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1 year and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.
6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1 year and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description #[no]

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.
6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 0.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.
2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.
3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.
5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a
social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 0.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

<xspan></xspan>
If you have Alzheimer's disease - Description

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.
4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will die of natural causes immediately. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post
notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, You will die of natural causes immediately. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
<ItemDef OID="q42" Name="q42" DataType="text" Length="1" redcap:Variable="q42" redcap:FieldType="radio" redcap:RequiredField="y" redcap:BranchingLogic="[q41] = &&039;1&&039;">
  <Question><TranslatedText>Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?</TranslatedText><FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?</span&gt;</FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
  <CodeListRef CodeListOID="q42.choices"/>
</ItemDef>

<ItemDef OID="eq_5d_5l_1" Name="eq_5d_5l_1" DataType="text" Length="999" redcap:Variable="eq_5d_5l_1" redcap:FieldType="descriptive" redcap:SectionHeader=" ">
  <Question><TranslatedText>Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.</TranslatedText></Question>
</ItemDef>
Assuming you had Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary above, please indicate which statements would best represent your life with Alzheimer’s disease.

1) You might forget recent events of importance to you. For example, if you are interested in hockey, then you might forget whether your favorite team won their last game, although you may remember watching the game itself.

2) You might forget the names of people you met recently, or the names of local streets.

3) You may no longer be able to handle your personal finances or plan leisure activities such as dinner parties or vacations. Simple decisions such as what to order in restaurants might become difficult to make. Your ability to concentrate may decrease and you might have difficulty driving.

4) You may start having trouble finding words to express your thoughts. You might need to be reminded to shower or brush your teeth, but you could do these activities on your own. You may need to post notes around the home to remind you of simple things like turning off the stove.

5) You may remain aware of the day and your surroundings. You might be able to travel to familiar locations like the supermarket, although probably with the help of a loved one or friend. If you are in a social gathering, then you might have difficulty following the conversation.

6) You may continue to enjoy hobbies such as puzzles or reading.
<Question><TranslatedText><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;">MOBILITY</span><p></p><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">Please choose the best option which describes how you are walking today:</span></TranslatedText></Question>

<CodeListRef CodeListOID="mobility_mild.choices"/>

<Question><TranslatedText><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;">SELF CARE</span><p></p><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">Please choose the best option which describes how you washed or dressed yourself this morning:</span></TranslatedText></Question>

<CodeListRef CodeListOID="selfcare_mild.choices"/>

<Question><TranslatedText><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;">USUAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)</span><p></p><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;">Please choose the best option which describes how you have been doing usual activities such as working or studying today:</span></TranslatedText></Question>

<CodeListRef CodeListOID="usual_activities_mild.choices"/>
Please choose the best option which describes your level of pain or discomfort today:

Please read the following options and choose the one that best describes your level of anxiety or depression today:

You have successfully completed 50% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.

You have successfully completed 75% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.
You have successfully completed 75% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.
Please read the summary below, which describes what life is like to have Alzheimer's disease.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

On the following pages, you will be asked to answer several questions. Please answer these questions as if you have Alzheimer's disease according to the summary you just read. The summary will be available on top of each set of questions. Please click Next Page below to go to the questions.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house,
buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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1CKsrGjyeYL3S6HYyzGPxj8F92sp1ayzrDVXndeO3UlFltuOpfo/aGXxagXN+yXjUo3vHbQto/dH0tcc5VoEar+6BWkWssLUJUUAAAAEdEweh1dJLz2u1YytJTYVYDDefrepK02gfXNlVEB1NWCyUx0PcM3pOxQce3Jf3t/IQK8j7tJZR7c160YnTuHWl18e1Jvbak7zH7b1K9QmH5w/WEVS4M1NiCvodqwa5p0v3M+h0NUR/i5UueiNLHTJewaAQCAWAEqAAAAgKNjzQ3p4vVGNvS53pW++qqP9x0Hk1v7o5oh1dLtc/+y5tyzvkv7etJYd0PBqTr0a71td2gYjP1n16/F20SpvaGePmvoa6um3g+6psW5/r+hNFqRqmh95iDcmptjLvrNhV5b6hcF2jji+67Yu6hvfmsr0xfjnuq27Eead18A1AgAsQ0JUAAAADEdIUTbdGYwy641albNuj8nKaWvJWNl9/mFoL05zBnqzXmhn56Lz+55F2dGIpQD3I3enN5rB40P1x+t7aeGgTCzuHb31tfDo9MA0TTGnVn80TUiu6fuu6751bgQK04dsYLBdHSXfo0sah0cmfe0vziZQ/FzT1n+92jb+QMWgCAo4oQFQAAMDR40sGvFVLZ+Ukn4aMg9pKqcDii3R3Tnp31ixx33dA9DLO1llgwH8bwdeve1A6dDBLyMvTv2e8ha4EuLSnbGbdhi+HY1lyMHTDj 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 AAAAAAgQRAAVAAAAAAAClAQoIAAAAAABABEUJAAAAABABABABABABABABABABABABABABA aAClACISOAAAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoAAAACREBQAAAAAIAHkgAAAAAAAEQhRAQA AAAACACISoA surprise...
Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and...
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children.
Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description 

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.
4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may also remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]
If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...
1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using...
public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of
conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to
wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house,
buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be
able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may
experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably
incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching
television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as
buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey
practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect
health for 12 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer\#039;s disease as described in the summary
for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
The text appears to be a collection of characters and symbols that do not form coherent sentences or paragraphs. It's challenging to extract meaningful content from this data.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.
4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease... 

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may
experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be
able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as
buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.
3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.
4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes. 
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be
able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as
buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Options: 1, 2
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have difficulty accompanying you...
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease... 

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the name of the person in the mirror. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplaced your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have...
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend. 

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

<&/span&gt;
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

—if you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children.
Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.
3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.
4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened a long time ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.
4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description 

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and...
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.
3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer\'s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #36
If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also...
forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You may not be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
null
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1 year and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out on your own, someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1 year and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer's disease...  
1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children.
Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 0.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 0.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, You will die of natural causes immediately. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, You will die of natural causes immediately. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no2]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be...
able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.

Assuming you had Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary above, please indicate which statements would best represent your life with Alzheimer's disease.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You might forget or mix up the names of your grandchildren or in-laws, but you may remember the names of your spouse and children. Sometimes you may not know the date or day of the week. You may also forget where you are now or what you did recently. You might misplace common items like your glasses or the toothpaste.

2) You may lose interest in doing many of the things that you once liked to do. You are unlikely to drive and may have difficulty using public transit on your own. If you do go out, then someone might have to guide you the entire time. You may not follow the flow of conversations in social gatherings.

3) You would need help with things like choosing what clothing to wear, using the telephone or computer, paying bills, cleaning house, buying groceries, preparing meals, or taking medications. You might be able to get dressed, eat, and use the toilet on your own. You may experience behavior and mood changes, such as becoming outgoing and talkative if you were once shy, or vice versa. You are probably incapable of making simple decisions like what to do on the weekend.

4) You may still enjoy activities like listening to music or watching television. You may remember things that happened long ago, such as buying a doll with your mother or waking up at dawn to go to hockey practice with your father.
Assuming you had Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary above, please indicate which statements would best represent your life with Alzheimer's disease.

MOBILITY
Please choose the best option which describes how you are walking today:

SELF CARE
Please choose the best option which describes how you washed or dressed yourself this morning:

USUAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)
Please choose the best option which describes how you have been doing usual activities such as working or studying today:
USUAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)

Please choose the best option which describes how you have been doing usual activities such as working or studying today:

**PAIN/ DISCOMFORT**

Please choose the best option which describes your level of pain or discomfort today:

**ANXIETY/ DEPRESSION**

Please read the following options and choose the one that best describes your level of anxiety or depression today:

**You have successfully completed 50% of the survey. Please click **Submit** in the next page to proceed.**
Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.

You have successfully completed 75% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.

You have successfully completed the survey. Please call the interviewer.

Did the participant experience any difficulties during the interview?

Please describe these difficulties.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no3]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Please read the summary below, which describes what life is like to have Alzheimer's disease.

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
On the following pages, you will be asked to answer several questions. Please answer these questions as if you have Alzheimer’s disease according to the summary you just read. The summary will be available on top of each set of questions. Please click Next Page below to go to the questions.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are
probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Your option means that you would prefer living with Alzheimer's disease rather than living in full health. If this is your real opinion, please click "Next Page". Otherwise, you can click "Reset" to reset the task. Thank you!
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes. &lt;/ItemDef&gt; &lt;/Question&gt;&lt;/TranslatedText&gt;&lt;/Question&gt;&lt;/TranslatedText&gt;&lt;/Question&gt;&lt;/TranslatedText&gt;
If you have Alzheimer's disease, you may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitation, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or significant other. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.
3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.
4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 15.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 16.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be continent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then
you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 17.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 19.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no3]
If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 18.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 20 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer&amp;#039;s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your
own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after
personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help
with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may
be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the
person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is
your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of
your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse&amp;#039;s
name, or your children&amp;#039;s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize
your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware
of where you are.
4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.
3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.
4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no3]
If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toiling, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.
3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 14.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Do you prefer...
Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description #[no3]

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 13.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is...
your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 12.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease:

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 11.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Alzheimer's disease - Description 

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may...
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are
probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 10.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.
3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 5.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 6.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your
own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after
personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help
with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may
be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the
person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is
your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of
your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's
name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize
your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware
of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too
sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold
and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are
probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do
with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to
music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

Alzheimer’s disease - Description #[no3]

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.
4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 7.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 9.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 8.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer’s disease - Description 

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.
4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitation, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of
your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 4.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after...

If you have Alzheimer&#39;s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after...
personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of
your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's
name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize
your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware
of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too
sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold
and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are
probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do
with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to
music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect
health for 3 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life
B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you
will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary
for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 3.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?
Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 2.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you...
will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
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If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1 year and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1 year and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 1.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?

Alzheimer's disease - Description 

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 0.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will live in perfect health for 0.5 years and then you will die of natural causes. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer's disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.
If you have Alzheimer's disease... 

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or children. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may
not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, You will die of natural causes immediately. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die of natural causes.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are
probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably
not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do
with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to

Now consider two possible lives. In Life A, you will die of natural
causes immediately. In Life B, you will live in perfect health for the
next 10 years, then you will live with Alzheimer’s disease as
described in the summary for another 10 years, and then you will die
of natural causes.
iAernGrdnrP89dXBKadTk13n7nn5IwymYqKAAAaw5wAVfXWmJ+hjMXNC3YNtk7tfK7HxHtxUhlN088IbfuEpsEn9Vse/CZrChtP1s0ylrIp1i7s0CGf5yIecqzq2bt5j0MVIXezdW
MzyfZ2va+t9h93bnyMqHgjTuduq9S4w9ajkV4L56XP2x5ztrqPficiM1+fqydxlf0k8nJ
au3vdn+E1QzP1QFQACzwsv/vkV5sVdAndM7zl8RSPPMYE89jb9AngLr+MExaz2db7shn6q
owC7nZKZ/ulU9nw608NFFgHETbpmd17y/6V9r0IjecZ7CUZNPfuGnmG402f4g5Zvvt+L
+b+t+h62S2G0W8BPbf5wcvstXTQ2e0CPekce+UcyfZihloOIsoAAGbNvj1PYKerDd13czevz
kw+dSTF4wMbcX/0KXUvj0i2wqVmp571L6n9z4u701utkJMpcP5spSW2wP1vOeCgyhV7dzwTo
MV26bLdf2u0PyGnvX6+27+v+leL365m+i1nq1qLaFZ/2NlJAdO10e/9w6m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ZM6nr53azj8AAAAAElFTkSuQmCC
<Question><TranslatedText>Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt;"&gt;Do you prefer Life A or Life B, or do you think Life A and Life B are the same as one another?&lt;/span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>

If you have Alzheimer's disease...

1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.

2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse's name, or your children's names.

3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.

4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.

5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
Assuming you had Alzheimer’s disease as described in the summary above, please indicate which statements would best represent your life with Alzheimer’s disease.

If you have Alzheimer’s disease...
1) You may be unable to do one or more of several basic chores on your own, including eating, dressing, bathing, toileting, looking after personal hygiene, or walking. You would probably need full-time help with what you cannot do and you would be unable to live alone. You may be incontinent.
2) You may experience agitated behaviour, such as struggling with the person who is trying to bathe or dress you, even if this person is your spouse or child. You may forget one or more important details of your life, including your birthday, wedding anniversary, spouse’s name, or your children’s names.
3) You may know who you are and what your name is; you might recognize your spouse and children without knowing exactly who they are. You may not know the day, date, or season of the year, and you may be unaware of where you are.
4) You might be unable to go outside on your own and you may be too sick to be taken anywhere. Your ability to speak, as well as to hold and understand conversations, might be extremely limited. You are probably incapable of doing any chores or hobbies. You would probably not be able to make simple decisions like where to sit or what to do with your day.
5) You may enjoy certain foods or passive activities like listening to music.
<Question><TranslatedText><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;">MOBILITY</span></TranslatedText></Question><CodeListRef CodeListOID="mobility_severe.choices"/>

<Question><TranslatedText><span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;">SELF CARE</span></TranslatedText></Question><CodeListRef CodeListOID="selfcare_severe.choices"/>

<Question><TranslatedText>USUAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)
Please choose the best option which describes how you have been doing usual activities such as working or studying today:</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;">USUAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;/redcap:FormattedTranslatedText&gt;&lt;/Question&gt;

<CodeListRef CodeListOID="usual_activities_severe.choices"/>


<ItemDef OID="pain_severe" Name="pain_severe" DataType="text" Length="1" redcap:Variable="pain_severe" redcap:FieldType="radio" redcap:RequiredField="y">
  <Question><TranslatedText>PAIN/ DISCOMFORT
  Please choose the best option which describes your level of pain or discomfort today:</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;"&gt;PAIN/ DISCOMFORT
  &lt;/span&gt;
  Please choose the best option which describes your level of pain or discomfort today:&lt;/span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
  <CodeListRef CodeListOID="pain_severe.choices"/>
</ItemDef>

<ItemDef OID="anxiety_severe" Name="anxiety_severe" DataType="text" Length="1" redcap:Variable="anxiety_severe" redcap:FieldType="radio" redcap:RequiredField="y">
  <Question><TranslatedText>ANXIETY/ DEPRESSION
  Please read the following options and choose the one that best describes your level of anxiety or depression today:</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;"&gt;ANXIETY/ DEPRESSION
  &lt;/span&gt;
  Please read the following options and choose the one that best describes your level of anxiety or depression today:&lt;/span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
  <CodeListRef CodeListOID="anxiety_severe.choices"/>
</ItemDef>

<ItemDef OID="progress2_v3" Name="progress2_v3" DataType="text" Length="999" redcap:Variable="progress2_v3" redcap:FieldType="descriptive" redcap:SectionHeader=" " redcap:BranchingLogic="[part1_complete]+[part2_complete]+ [part3_complete]=0">
  <Question><TranslatedText>You have successfully completed 50% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;"&gt;You have successfully completed 50% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.&lt;/span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
</ItemDef>

<ItemDef OID="progress22_v3" Name="progress22_v3" DataType="text" Length="999" redcap:Variable="progress22_v3" redcap:FieldType="descriptive" redcap:BranchingLogic="[part1_complete]+[part2_complete]+ [part3_complete]=2">
  <Question><TranslatedText>You have successfully completed 75% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.</TranslatedText><redcap:FormattedTranslatedText>&lt;span style="line-height: 1.5; font-size: 12pt; font-style: bold;"&gt;You have successfully completed 75% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.&lt;/span&gt;</redcap:FormattedTranslatedText></Question>
</ItemDef>
You have successfully completed 75% of the survey. Please click "Submit" in the next page to proceed.

Did the participant experience any difficulties during the interview? Did the participant experience any difficulties during the interview? Please describe these difficulties. Please describe these difficulties. Complete? Complete?
<CodeListItem
    CodedValue="1"><Decoded>Male</Decoded></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem
    CodedValue="2"><Decoded>Female</Decoded></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="education.choices" Name="education"
    DataType="text" redcap:Variable="education">
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decoded>No certificate, diploma or degree</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decoded>High school certificate or equivalent</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decoded>Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decoded>College, CEGEP, or other non-university certificate or diploma</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decoded>University certificate or diploma below the bachelor level</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="6"><Decoded>University certificate, diploma or degree at bachelor's level or above</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="9"><Decoded>Not willing to answer</Decoded></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="income.choices" Name="income"
    DataType="text" redcap:Variable="income">
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decoded>Less than $20,000</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decoded>$20,000 to less than $40,000</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decoded>$40,000 to less than $60,000</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decoded>$60,000 to less than $80,000</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decoded>$80,000 or more</Decoded></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="6"><Decoded>Don't know/ No answer</Decoded></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="someone_with_ad.choices" Name="someone_with_ad"
    DataType="boolean" redcap:Variable="someone_with_ad">
<CodeList><CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Yes</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem><CodeListItem CodedValue="0"><Decode><TranslatedText>No</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem></CodeList>

<CodeList OID="mobility.choices" Name="mobility" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="mobility">
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to walk</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="selfcare.choices" Name="selfcare" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="selfcare">
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to wash or dress myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="usual_activities.choices" Name="usual_activities" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="usual_activities">
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
    <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to do my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

<CodeList OID="pain.choices" Name="pain" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="pain">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have extreme pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="anxiety.choices" Name="anxiety" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="anxiety">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am not anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am slightly anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am moderately anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am severely anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am extremely anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="preliminaryinformation_complete.choices" Name="preliminaryinformation_complete" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="preliminaryinformation_complete">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="0"><Decode><TranslatedText>Incomplete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeListItem
CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Unverified</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

<CodeListItem
CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Complete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q1.choices" Name="q1" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q1">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q2.choices" Name="q2" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q2">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q3.choices" Name="q3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q3">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q4.choices" Name="q4" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q4">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q5.choices" Name="q5" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q5">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q6.choices" Name="q6" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q6">
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q7.choices" Name="q7" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q7">
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q8.choices" Name="q8" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q8">
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q9.choices" Name="q9" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q9">
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q10.choices" Name="q10" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q10">
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q11.choices" Name="q11" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q11">
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
	<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q12.choices" Name="q12" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q12">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q13.choices" Name="q13" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q13">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q14.choices" Name="q14" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q14">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q15.choices" Name="q15" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q15">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q16.choices" Name="q16" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q16">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q17.choices" Name="q17" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q17">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q18.choices" Name="q18" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q18">
(CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q19.choices" Name="q19" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q19">
(CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q20.choices" Name="q20" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q20">
(CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q21.choices" Name="q21" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q21">
(CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q22.choices" Name="q22" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q22">
(CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
(CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q23.choices" Name="q23" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q23">
Prefer Life A

Prefer Life B

Life A and Life B are equivalent

Prefer Life A

Prefer Life B

Life A and Life B are equivalent

Prefer Life A

Prefer Life B

Life A and Life B are equivalent

Prefer Life A

Prefer Life B

Life A and Life B are equivalent

Prefer Life A

Prefer Life B
<CodeList OID="q29.choices" Name="q29" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q29">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q30.choices" Name="q30" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q30">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q31.choices" Name="q31" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q31">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q32.choices" Name="q32" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q32">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q33.choices" Name="q33" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q33">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q34.choices" Name="q34" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q34">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q35.choices" Name="q35" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q35">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q36.choices" Name="q36" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q36">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q37.choices" Name="q37" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q37">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q38.choices" Name="q38" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q38">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q39.choices" Name="q39" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q39">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q40.choices" Name="q40" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q40">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

(CodeList OID="q41.choices" Name="q41" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q41">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

(CodeList OID="q42.choices" Name="q42" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q42">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

(CodeList OID="mobility_mild.choices" Name="mobility_mild" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="mobility_mild">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to walk</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

(CodeList OID="selfcare_mild.choices" Name="selfcare_mild" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="selfcare_mild">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to wash or dress myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem><CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem><CodeList OID="usual_activities_mild.choices" Name="usual_activities_mild" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="usual_activities_mild">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to do my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem><CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList><CodeList OID="pain_mild.choices" Name="pain_mild" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="pain_mild">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have extreme pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem><CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList><CodeList OID="anxiety_mild.choices" Name="anxiety_mild" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="anxiety_mild">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am not anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am slightly anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am moderately anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am severely anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am extremely anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

<CodeList OID="difficulty1.choices" Name="difficulty1" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="difficulty1">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Yes</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>No</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="part1_complete.choices" Name="part1_complete" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="part1_complete">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="0"><Decode><TranslatedText>Incomplete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Unverified</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Complete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q1_v2.choices" Name="q1_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q1_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q2_v2.choices" Name="q2_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q2_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q3_v2.choices" Name="q3_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q3_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q4_v2.choices" Name="q4_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q4_v2">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q5_v2.choices" Name="q5_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q5_v2">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q6_v2.choices" Name="q6_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q6_v2">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q7_v2.choices" Name="q7_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q7_v2">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q8_v2.choices" Name="q8_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q8_v2">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q9_v2.choices" Name="q9_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q9_v2">
<CodeList OID="q15_v2.choices" Name="q15_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q15_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q16_v2.choices" Name="q16_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q16_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q17_v2.choices" Name="q17_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q17_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q18_v2.choices" Name="q18_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q18_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q19_v2.choices" Name="q19_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q19_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q20_v2.choices" Name="q20_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q20_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q21_v2.choices" Name="q21_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q21_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q22_v2.choices" Name="q22_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q22_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q23_v2.choices" Name="q23_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q23_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q24_v2.choices" Name="q24_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q24_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q25_v2.choices" Name="q25_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q25_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q26_v2.choices" Name="q26_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q26_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q38_v2.choices" Name="q38_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q38_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q39_v2.choices" Name="q39_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q39_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q40_v2.choices" Name="q40_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q40_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q41_v2.choices" Name="q41_v2" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q41_v2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="mobility_moderate.choices" Name="mobility_moderate" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="mobility_moderate">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to walk</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>

<CodeList OID="selfcare_moderate.choices" Name="selfcare_moderate" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="selfcare_moderate">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to wash or dress myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="usual_activities_moderate.choices" Name="usual_activities_moderate" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="usual_activities_moderate">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to do my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="pain_moderate.choices" Name="pain_moderate" DataTypes="text" redcap:Variable="pain_moderate">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have extreme pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="anxiety_moderate.choices" Name="anxiety_moderate" DataTypes="text" redcap:Variable="anxiety_moderate">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am not anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am slightly anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am moderately anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am severely anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am extremely anxious or depressed</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="difficulty2.choices" Name="difficulty2" DataTypes="text" redcap:Variable="difficulty2">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Yes</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>No</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="part2_complete.choices" Name="part2_complete" DataTypes="text" redcap:Variable="part2_complete">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="0"><Decode><TranslatedText>Incomplete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Unverified</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Complete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q1_v3.choices" Name="q1_v3" DataType="text">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1">Prefer Life A</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2">Prefer Life B</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3">Life A and Life B are equivalent</CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q2_v3.choices" Name="q2_v3" DataType="text">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1">Prefer Life A</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2">Prefer Life B</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3">Life A and Life B are equivalent</CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q3_v3.choices" Name="q3_v3" DataType="text">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1">Prefer Life A</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2">Prefer Life B</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3">Life A and Life B are equivalent</CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q4_v3.choices" Name="q4_v3" DataType="text">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1">Prefer Life A</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2">Prefer Life B</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3">Life A and Life B are equivalent</CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q5_v3.choices" Name="q5_v3" DataType="text">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1">Prefer Life A</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2">Prefer Life B</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3">Life A and Life B are equivalent</CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q6_v3.choices" Name="q6_v3" DataType="text">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1">Prefer Life A</CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2">Prefer Life B</CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q7_v3.choices" Name="q7_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q7_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q8_v3.choices" Name="q8_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q8_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q9_v3.choices" Name="q9_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q9_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q10_v3.choices" Name="q10_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q10_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q11_v3.choices" Name="q11_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q11_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q12_v3.choices" Name="q12_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q12_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeList OID="q13_v3.choices" Name="q13_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q13_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q14_v3.choices" Name="q14_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q14_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q15_v3.choices" Name="q15_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q15_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q16_v3.choices" Name="q16_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q16_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q17_v3.choices" Name="q17_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q17_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q18_v3.choices" Name="q18_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q18_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q19_v3.choices" Name="q19_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q19_v3">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q20_v3.choices" Name="q20_v3">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q21_v3.choices" Name="q21_v3">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q22_v3.choices" Name="q22_v3">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q23_v3.choices" Name="q23_v3">
<CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
<CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q24_v3.choices" Name="q24_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q24_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q25_v3.choices" Name="q25_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q25_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q26_v3.choices" Name="q26_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q26_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q27_v3.choices" Name="q27_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q27_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q28_v3.choices" Name="q28_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q28_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q29_v3.choices" Name="q29_v3" DataType="text"
redcap:Variable="q29_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
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<CodeList OID="q36_v3.choices" Name="q36_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q36_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q37_v3.choices" Name="q37_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q37_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q38_v3.choices" Name="q38_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q38_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q39_v3.choices" Name="q39_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q39_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q40_v3.choices" Name="q40_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q40_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="q41_v3.choices" Name="q41_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q41_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="q42_v3.choices" Name="q42_v3" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="q42_v3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life A</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Prefer Life B</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>Life A and Life B are equivalent</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="mobility_severe.choices" Name="mobility_severe" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="mobility_severe">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems walking</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to walk</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="selfcare_severe.choices" Name="selfcare_severe" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="selfcare_severe">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems washing or dressing myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to wash or dress myself</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>
<CodeList OID="usual_activities_severe.choices" Name="usual_activities_severe" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="usual_activities_severe">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe problems doing my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I am unable to do my usual activities</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="8"><Decode><TranslatedText>Not willing to answer</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="pain_severe.choices" Name="pain_severe" DataType="text" redcap:Variable="pain_severe">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have no pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have slight pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="3"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have moderate pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="4"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have severe pain or discomfort</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="5"><Decode><TranslatedText>I have extreme pain or discomfort</Translation>
<CodeList OID="difficulty3.choices" Name="difficulty3"
Data Type="text" redcap:Variable="difficulty3">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Yes</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>No</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>

<CodeList OID="part3_complete.choices" Name="part3_complete"
Data Type="text" redcap:Variable="part3_complete">
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="0"><Decode><TranslatedText>Incomplete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="1"><Decode><TranslatedText>Unverified</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
  <CodeListItem CodedValue="2"><Decode><TranslatedText>Complete</TranslatedText></Decode></CodeListItem>
</CodeList>